: The DeepView architecture. (a) The network takes a sparse set of input images shot from different viewpoints. (b, c) The scene is reconstructed using learned gradient descent, producing a multi-plane image (a series of fronto-parallel, RGBA textured planes). (d) The multi-plane image is suitable for real-time, high-quality rendering of novel viewpoints. The result above uses four input views in a 30cm × 20cm rectangular layout. The novel view was rendered with a virtual camera positioned at the centroid of the four input views.
Introduction
Light fields offer a compelling way to view scenes from a continuous, dynamic set of viewpoints. The recently intro-duced multiplane image (MPI) representation approximates a light field as a stack of semi-transparent, colored layers arranged at various depths [32, 34] allowing real-time synthesis of new views of real scenes. MPIs are a powerful representation that can model complex appearance effects such as transparency and alpha matting.
Reconstructing an MPI from a sparse set of input views is an ill-posed inverse problem, like computed tomography (CT) or image deblurring, where we want to estimate a model whose number of parameters is much larger than the effective number of measurements. Such inverse problems can be solved using gradient descent based optimization methods that solve for the parameters that best predict the measurements via a forward model (such as a renderer in the case of view synthesis). However, for ill-posed problems these methods can overfit the measurements, necessitating the use of priors that are difficult to design and often data dependent. In the case of view synthesis, such overfitting results in synthesized views with noticeable visual artifacts.
Here we present DeepView, a new method for estimating a multiplane image from sparse views that uses learned gradient descent (LGD). Our method achieves high quality view synthesis results even on challenging scenes with thin objects or reflections. Building on recent ideas from the optimization community [2, 3, 5] this method replaces the simple gradient descent update rule with a deep network that generates parameter updates. The use of a learned update rule allows for a learned prior on the model parameters through manipulation of the gradients-effectively, the update network learns to generate representations that stay on the manifold of natural scenes. Additionally, the network learns to take larger, parameter-specific steps compared to standard gradient descent, leading to convergence in just a few iterations.
Our method, illustrated in Figure 1 , takes as input a sparse set of views, e.g., from a camera rig (Figure 1(a) ). It then processes the input images using learned gradient descent to produce an MPI (Figure 1(b,c) ). Internally, this module uses a convolution neural network to predict an initial MPI from the input views, then iteratively improves this MPI via learned updates that take into account the current estimate. We show that for this problem the gradients have a particularly intuitive form in that they encode the visibility information between the input views and the MPI layers. By explicitly modeling visibility, our method shows improved performance in traditionally difficult areas such as edges and regions of high depth complexity. The resulting MPI can then be used for real-time view synthesis (Figure 1(d) ).
In addition to the method itself, we also introduce a large, challenging dataset of light field captures called Spaces, suitable for training and testing view synthesis methods. On Spaces as well the standard light field dataset of Kalantari et al. [16] , we show that our method produces high-quality view synthesis results that outperform recent approaches.
Background and related work
View synthesis and image-based rendering are classic problems in vision and graphics [8] . Given a set of input views, one way to pose view synthesis is to reconstruct a light field, a 4D function that directly represents all of the light rays that pass through a volume of space, from which one can generate any view within an appropriate region [19, 13] . However, it is rarely practical to measure a densely sampled light field. Instead, scenes are most often recorded using a limited number of viewpoints that sparsely sample the light field [20] . View synthesis research has focused on developing priors that aid in recovery of a dense light field from such sparse measurements.
Some prior view synthesis methods place explicit priors on the light field itself. For example, some degree of smooth view interpolation is made possible by assuming Lambertian reflectance [18] , or that the light field is sparse in the Fourier [27] or Shearlet transform domain [30] . However, these approaches that do not explicitly model scene geometry can have difficulty correctly distinguishing between a scene's 3D structure and its reflectance properties.
Other approaches explicitly reconstruct 3D geometry, such as a global 3D reconstruction [15] or a collection of perinput-view depth maps [37, 6, 20] using multi-view stereo algorithms. However, such methods based on explicit 3D reconstruction struggle with complex appearance effects such as specular highlights, transparency, and semi-transparent or thin objects that are difficult to reconstruct or represent.
In contrast, we use a scene representation called the multiplane image (MPI) [34] that provides a more flexible scene representation than depth maps or triangle meshes. Any method that predicts an MPI from a set of input images needs to consider the visibility between the predicted MPI and the input views so that regions of space that are occluded in some input views are correctly represented. In this regard, the task is similar to classic work on voxel coloring [26] , which computes colored (opaque) voxels with an occlusionaware algorithm. Similarly, Soft3D [21] improves an initial set of depth maps by reasoning about their relative occlusion.
One approach to generate an MPI would be to iteratively optimize its parameters with gradient descent, so that when the MPI is rendered it reproduces the input images. By iteratively improving an MPI, such an approach intrinsically models visibility between the MPI and input images. However, given a limited set of input views the MPI parameters are typically underdetermined so simple optimization will lead to overfitting. Hence, special priors or regularization strategies must be used [32] , which are difficult to devise.
Alternatively, recent work has demonstrated the effectiveness of deep learning for view synthesis. Earlier methods, such as the so-called DeepStereo method [12] and the work of Kalantari et al. [16] require running a deep network for every desired output view, and so are less suitable for real-time view synthesis. In contrast, Zhou et al. predict an MPI from two input images directly via a learned feed-forward network [34] . These methods typically pass the input images to the network as a plane sweep volume (PSV) [11, 29] which removes the need to explicitly supply the camera pose, and also allows the network to more efficiently determine correspondences between images. However, such networks have no intrinsic ability to understand visibility between the input views and the predicted MPI, instead relying on the network layers to learn to model such geometric computations. Since distant parts of the scene may occlude each other the number of network connections required to effectively model this visibility can become prohibitively large.
In this work we adopt a hybrid approach combining the two directions-estimation and learning-described above: we model MPI generation as an inverse problem to be solved using a learned gradient descent algorithm [2, 3] . At inference time, this algorithm iteratively computes gradients of the current MPI with regard to the input images and processes the gradients with a CNN to generate an updated MPI. This update CNN learns to (1) avoid overfitting, (2) take large steps, thus requiring only a few iterations at inference time, and (3) reason about occlusions without dense connections by leveraging visibility computed in earlier iterations. This optimization can be viewed as a series of gradient descent steps that have been 'unrolled' to form a larger network where each step refines the MPI by incorporating the visibility computed in the previous iteration. From another perspective, our network is a recurrent network, that at each step is augmented with useful geometric operations (such as warping and compositing the MPI into different camera views) that help to propagate visibility information.
Method
We represent a three-dimensional scene using the recently introduced multiplane image representation [34] . An MPI, M, consists of D planes, each with an associated H ×W ×4 RGBA image. The planes are positioned at fixed depths with respect to a virtual reference camera, equally spaced according to inverse depth (disparity), in back-to-front order, d 1 , d 2 , ..., d D , within the view frustum of the reference camera. The reference camera's pose is set to the centroid of the input camera poses, and its field of view is chosen such that it covers the region of space visible to the union of these cameras. We refer to the RGB color channels of the image for plane d as c d and the corresponding alpha channel as α d . To render an MPI to an RGB imageĨ k at a target view k we first warp the MPI images and then over-composite [22] the warped images from back to front:
where the warp operator W k (M) warps each of the D MPI images into view k's image space via a homography that is a function of the MPI reference camera, the depth of the plane, and the target view k [34] . The repeated over operator [22] O has a compact form, assuming premultiplied alpha c d 1 :
where M is an MPI warped to a view. We call the underbracketed term the net transmittance at the depth plane d, as it represents the fraction of the color that will remain after attenuation through the planes in front of d.
In this paper, we seek to solve the inverse problem associated with Eq. 1. That is, we wish to compute an MPI M that not only reproduces the input views, but also generates realistic novel views. Since the number of MPI planes is typically larger than the number of input images, the number of variables in an MPI will be much larger than the number of measurements in the input images.
Learned gradient descent for view synthesis
Inverse problems are often solved by minimization, e.g.:
1 With premultiplied color the color channels are assumed to have been multiplied by α front , so the two-image over operation reduces to cover =
) is a loss function measuring the disagreement between predicted and observed measurements, and Φ is a prior on M. This non-linear optimization can be solved via iterative methods such as gradient descent, where the update rule (with step size λ) is given by:
Recent work on learned gradient descent (LGD) [2, 3] combines classical gradient descent and deep learning by replacing the standard gradient descent rule with a learned component:
where N ω is a deep network parameterized by a set of weights ω. (In practice, as described in Section 3.2, we do not need to explicitly specify L or compute full gradients.) The network processes the gradients to generate an update to the model's parameters. Notice that λ and Φ have been folded into N ω . This enables N ω to learn a prior on M as well an adaptive, parameter-specific step size.
To train the network we unroll the N -iteration network obtaining the full network, denoted M ω . We compute a loss by rendering the final MPI M N to a held out view and comparing to the corresponding ground truth image I gt , under some training loss L f . The optimization of the network's parameters ω is performed over many training tuples (I 1 , ..., I K , I gt ), across a large variety of scenes, using stochastic gradient descent:
After training, the resulting network can be applied to new, unseen scenes.
View synthesis gradients
LGD requires the gradients of the loss L(Ĩ k , I k ) at each iteration. We show that for our problem, for any loss L, the gradients have a simple interpretation as a function of a small set of components that implicitly encode scene visibility. We can pass these gradient components directly into the update networks, avoiding defining the loss explicitly.
The gradient of the k th rendered imageĨ k = O(W k (M)) is the combination, through the chain rule, of the gradient of the warping operation W k and the gradient of the over operation O. The warp operator's gradient is well approximated 2 by the inverse warp, W −1 k . The gradients of the over operation reduce to a particularly simple form:
(1 − α i ); 
We refer to the first bracketed term as the accumulated over at the depth slice d. It represents the repeated over of all depth slices behind the current depth slice. The second bracketed term is again the net transmittance. These per slice expressions can be stacked to form a 3D tensor containing the gradient w.r.t. all slices. We denote the operator that computes the accumulated over as A and the corresponding net transmittance operator as T . Define the accumulated over computed in view k as A k = A(W k (M)) and the corresponding computed net transmittance as T k = T (W k (M)).
The gradient of any loss function w.r.t. to M will necessarily be some function ofĨ k , I k , the accumulated over A k , and the net transmittance T k . Thus, without explicitly defining the loss function, we can write its gradient as some function of these inputs:
where the tensors between the square brackets are channelwise concatenated and ↑ represents the broadcast operator that repeats a 2D image to generate a 3D tensor. We define the gradient components ∇ n,
are the familiar plane sweep volumes of the respective images.
In LGD the computed gradients are passed directly into the network N ω ; thus F is redundant-if needed it could be replicated by N ω . Instead, we pass the gradient components ∇ n,k directly into N ω :
Explicitly specifying the per-iteration loss is thus unnecessary. (However, we still must define a final training loss L f , as described in Section 3.3.) Instead, it is sufficient to provide the network with enough information such that it could compute the needed gradients. This flexibility, as shown by our ablation experiments in Section 4.2, allows the network to learn how to best use the rendered and input images during the LGD iterations. We note that this is related to the primal-dual method discussed in [2] , where the dual operator is learned in the measurement space. Our learned gradient descent network is visualized in Fig. 2 , and may be intuitively explained as follows. We initialize the MPI by feeding the plane sweep volumes of the input images through an initialization CNN, similar to the early layers of other view synthesis networks such as Flynn et al. [12] . We then iteratively improve the MPI by computing and feeding the per-view gradient components into an update CNN. Interestingly, initializing using the plane sweep volume of the input images is equivalent to running one update step with the initial MPI slices set to zero color and α = 0, further motivating the traditional use of plane sweep volumes in stereo and view synthesis.
Intuitively, since the gradient components contain the net transmittance and accumulated over they are useful inputs to the update CNN as they enable propagation of visibility information between the MPI and the input views. For example if a pixel in an MPI slice is occluded in a given view, as indicated by the value of the net transmittance, then the update network can learn to ignore this input view for that pixel. Similarly, the accumulated over for a view at a particular pixel within an MPI slice indicates how well the view is already explained by what is behind that slice. We note that by iteratively improving the visibility information our method shares similarities with the Soft3D method. Black circles represent channel-wise concatenation. The "Convert to RGBA" block applies a sigmoid activation to the first four channels of its input to generate valid RGBA values in the range [0, 1], and then premultiplies the RGB channels by alpha. The initialization CNN has the same architecture, however there is no Mn input, and instead of the gradient components we input the PSVs of the input images.
Implementation
We now detail how we implement the described learned gradient descent scheme.
Per-iteration network architecture. For both the initialization and update networks we adopt a 2D convolutional neural network (CNN). The input to the CNN is the channelwise concatenation of the current MPI and the computed gradient components (or, for the first iteration, the PSV of the input images). Within a single iteration the same 2D CNN (with the same parameters) runs on each depth slice, meaning the CNN is fully convolutional in all three of the MPI dimensions and allows changing both the resolution and the number of MPI depth planes after training. This allows performing inference at a high resolution and with a different number of depth planes.
We adapt recent ideas on aggregating across multiple inputs [23, 24, 35] to design our core per-iteration CNN architecture, shown in Fig. 3 . We first concatenate each of the per-view gradient components ∇ n,k with the current MPI's RGBA values and transform it through several convolutional layers into a feature space. The per-view features are then processed through several stages that alternate between cross-view max-pooling and further convolutional layers to generate either an initial MPI or an MPI update. The only interaction between the views is thus through the max pool operation, leading to a network design that is independent of the order of the input views. Further, this network design can be trained with any number of input views in any layout. Intriguingly, this also opens up the possibility of a single network that operates on a variable number of input views with variable layout, although we have not yet explored this.
We use the same core CNN architecture for both the update and initialization CNNs, however, following [2] we use different parameters for each iteration. As in [2] we include extra channels (4 in our experiments) in addition to the RGBA channels. 3 These extra channels are passed from one iteration to the next, potentially allowing the model to emulate higher-order optimization methods such as LBFGS [36] . Additionally, we found that using a single level U-Net style network [25] (i.e. down-sampling the CNN input and upsampling its output) for the first two iterations reduced RAM and execution time with a negligible effect on performance.
A major challenge for the implementation of our network was RAM usage. We reduce the RAM required by discarding activations within each of the per-iteration networks as described in [9] , and tiling computation within the MPI volume. Additionally, during training, we only generate enough of the MPI to render a 32 × 32 pixel crop in the target image. More details are included in the supplemental material. Training data. Each training tuple consists of a set of input views and a crop within a target view. We provide details of how we generate training tuples from the Spaces dataset in the supplemental material. For the dataset of Kalantari et al. [16] , we follow the procedure described in their paper.
Our network design allows us to change the number of planes and their depths after training. However, the network may over-fit to the specific inter-plane spacing used during training. We mitigated this over-fitting by applying a random jitter to the depths of the MPI planes during training. Training loss function. We use feature similarity [7, 33] as our training loss L f , specifically the conv1 2, conv2 2 and conv3 3 layers of a pre-trained VGG-16 network [28] , and adopt the per layer scaling method discussed in [7] . Training parameters. We implemented our model in Ten-sorFlow [1] and use the ADAM optimizer [17] with learning rate 0.00015. The supplemental material and Table 1 further describe the hyperparameters and the training setup used in our experiments.
Evaluation
We evaluate our method on two datasets: the Lytro dataset of Kalantari et al. [16] , and our own Spaces dataset. The Lytro dataset is commonly used in view synthesis research, but the baseline of each capture is limited by the small diameter of Lytro Illum's lens aperture. In contrast, view synthesis problems that stem from camera array captures are more challenging due to the larger camera separation and sparsely sampled viewpoints. We therefore introduce our new dataset, Spaces, to provide a more challenging shared dataset for future view synthesis research.
Spaces consists of 100 indoor and outdoor scenes, captured using a 16-camera rig (see Fig. 4 ). For each scene, we captured image sets at 5-10 slightly different rig positions (within ∼10cm of each other). This jittering of the rig position provides a flexible dataset for view synthesis, as we can mix views from different rig positions for the same scene during training. We calibrated the intrinsics and the relative pose of the rig cameras using a standard structure from motion approach [14] , using the nominal rig layout as a prior. We corrected exposure differences using a method similar to [4] . For our main experiments we undistort the images and downsampl them to a resolution of 800 × 480. For our ablation experiments, we used a lower resolution of 512 × 300 for expedience. We use 90 scenes from the dataset for training and hold out 10 for evaluation.
Quantitative Results
We compare our method to Soft3D and to a more direct deep learning approach based on Zhou et al. [34] . We also ran ablations to study the importance of different components of our model as well as the number of LGD iterations. indicates that the core CNN ran at a lower resolution for the first two LGD iterations. Other than "Iterations", all experiments used 3
LGD iterations. For some experiments we fine-tuned with a larger batch size for the last 20K iterations. Kalantari We provide details on the different experimental setups in Table 1 . In all experiments we measure image quality by comparing with the ground truth image using SSIM [31] , which ranges between −1 and 1 (higher is better). For the ablation experiments we include the feature loss used during training, which is useful for relative comparisons (lower is better).
Results on the dataset of Kalantari et al. We train a DeepView model on the data from Kalantari et al. [16] using their described train-test split and evaluation procedure. As shown in Table 2 , our method improves the average SSIM score by 18% (0.9674 vs. 0.9604) over the previous state-ofthe-art, Soft3D [21] . Results on Spaces. The Spaces dataset can be evaluated using different input camera configurations. We trained three 4-view networks using input views with varying baselines, and a dense, 12-view network (as shown in Fig. 4 ). We found that our method's performance improves with the number of input views. When training all networks, target views were selected from all nearby jittered rig positions, although we evaluated only on views from the same rig as the input views, as shown in Fig. 5 . For efficiency in some of our experiments we train on a lower number of planes than we used during inference, as shown in Fig. 5 . The near plane depth for these experiments was set to 0.7m. For comparison, the authors of Soft3D ran their algorithm on Spaces. We show these results in Table 3 . We also compare DeepView results to those produced with a variant of the network described in [34] . We adapt their network to use 4 wider baseline input views by concatenating the plane sweep volumes of the 3 secondary views onto the primary view (the top left of the 4 views), increasing the number of planes to 40, and increasing the number of internal features by 50%. Due to the RAM and speed constraints caused by the dense across-depth-plane connections it was not feasible to increase these parameters further, or to train a 12-view version of this model. In all experiments our method yields significantly higher SSIM scores than both Soft3D and the Zhou et al.-based model [34] . On Spaces, we improve the average SSIM score of Soft3D by 39% (0.9584 vs. 0.9319). Additionally, our method maintains good performance at wider baselines and shows improvement as the number of input images increases from 4 to the 12 cameras used in the 12-view experiments.
The model based on [34] did not perform as well as DeepView, even when both algorithms were configured with the same number of MPI planes (see Table 3 ). This may because their original model was designed for a narrowbaseline stereo camera pair and relies on network connections to propagate visibility throughout the volume. As the baseline increases, an increasing number of connections are needed to propagate the visibility and performance suffers, as shown by the results for the largest baseline configuration.
Ablation and iteration studies
Gradient components. In this experiment we set one or more of the gradient components to zero to measure their importance to the algorithm. We also tested the effect of passing the gradient of an explicit L 2 loss during the LGD iterations, instead of the gradient components. Results are shown in Table 4 . For experimental details see Table 1 .
The best performance (in terms of feature loss) is achieved when all gradient components are included. When all components are removed the full network is equivalent to a residual network that operates on each depth slice independently, with no interaction across the depth slices. As expected, in this configuration the model performs poorly. Between these two extremes the performance decreases, as shown by both the SSIM and feature loss as well as the example images provided in the supplemental material. We note that our training optimizes the feature loss, and the drop in performance as measured by this loss, as opposed to SSIM, is significantly larger. Number of iterations. We also measured the effect of varying the number of LGD iterations from 1 to 4. A single iteration corresponds to just the initialization network and the performance as expected is poor. The results improve as the number of iterations increases. We note that four iterations does show an improvement over three iterations. It Table 4 : Ablation study. Each run represents an experiment including the gradient components labeled as rendered image (R), transmittance (T), and accumulated over (A) with 3 iterations. The run labeled "∇L2" uses the true gradients of an L2 loss instead of gradient components. Experiments labeled "N " use RTA with the indicated number of iterations. Runs are sorted in order of descending SSIM; feature loss (L f ) (lower is better) is also shown. would be interesting to test even more iterations. However, due to memory constraints, we were unable to test beyond four iterations, and even four iterations requires too much memory to be practical at higher resolutions.
Qualitative Results
We visually compare our method to both ground truth and Soft3D in Fig. 5 and in the supplemental material.We notice a general softness in Soft3D results as well as artifacts around edges. In contrast, DeepView produces convincing results in areas that are traditionally difficult for view synthesis including edges, reflections, and areas of high depth complexity. This is best seen in the interactive image comparison tool included in the supplemental material, which allows close examination of the differences between DeepView's and Soft3D's results.
In Fig. 5a our model produces plausible reflections on the table and convincing leaves on the plant where the depth complexity is high. In Fig. 5b our method reproduces the fine horizontal railings on the stairs which challenge previous work. Fig. 5c shows the crisp reconstruction of the complex foliage within the tree. Interestingly, DeepView can even render diffuse reflections, for example in Fig. 5b (dotted box) . The way this is achieved can be seen in the corresponding depth map-transparent alpha values in the MPI permit the viewer to "see through" to a reflection that is rendered at a more distant plane.
The crop in Fig. 5c shows a difficult scene area for both our method and Soft3D. We note that occluding specular surfaces are particularly difficult to represent in an MPI. In this example, the MPI places the table surface on the far plane in order to mimic its reflective surface. However, the same surface should also occlude the chair legs which are closer. The end result is that the table surface becomes partially transparent, and the chair legs are visible through it.
Finally, we include a depth visualization in Fig. 5 produced by replacing the MPI's color channels with a false color while retaining the original α values. 4 This visualization shows the sharpness of the MPI around edges, even in complex areas such as tree branches. 4 An interactive version of this visualization is included in the supplemental material.
Discussion
We have shown that a view synthesis model based on MPIs solved with learned gradient descent produces stateof-the-art results. Our approach can infer an MPI from a set of 4 input images in approximately 50 seconds on a P100 GPU. The method is flexible and allows for changing the resolution and the number and depth of the depth planes after training. This enables a model trained with medium distance scene objects to perform well even on scenes where more depth planes are needed to capture near objects.
Drawbacks and limitations:
A drawback of our approach is the complexity of implementation and the RAM requirements and speed of training, which takes several days on multiple GPUs. The MPIs produced by our model share the drawback associated with all plane sweep volume based methods, in that the number of depth planes needs to increase with the maximum disparity. To model larger scenes it may be advantageous to use multiple MPIs and transition between them. Finally, our current implementation can only train models with a fixed number of input views, although our use of max-pooling to aggregate across views suggests the possibility of removing this restriction in the future.
Future work: Although our model is not trained to explicitly produce depth we were surprised by the quality of the depth visualizations that our model produces, especially around object edges. However, in smooth scene areas the visualization appears less accurate, as nothing in our training objective guides it towards the correct result in these areas. An interesting direction would be to include a ground truth depth loss during training.
The MPI is very effective at producing realistic synthesized images and has proven amenable to deep learning. However, it is over-parameterized for real scenes that consist of large areas of empty space. Enforcing sparsity on the MPI, or developing a more parsimonious representation with similar qualities, is another interesting area for future work.
Conclusion
We have presented a new method for inferring a multiplane image scene representation with learned gradient descent. We showed that the resulting algorithm has an intuitive interpretation: the gradient components encode visibility information that enables the network to reason about occlusion. The resulting method exhibits state-of-the-art performance on a difficult, real-world dataset. Our approach shows the promise of learned gradient descent for solving complex, non-linear inverse problems.
